
   

 

92.7 BIG FM CHENNAI’S BIG MJ KARUN BAGS REAL-LIFE HEROES AWARD AT 

ALERT BEING AWARDS 2018 

~ BIG MJ Karun received the award under the ‘social works’ category ~ 

Chennai, 06th September 2018:92.7 BIG FM, one of India’s largest radio networks,sees 

yet another accolade come its way with BIG MJ Karun of Chennai being honored at the ‘ALERT 

BEING AWARDS 2018’for his benevolent act as a social worker. The unique platform honours 

humanity by recognizing and rewarding real life heroes that have created a lasting impact in 

society. MJ Karun, who has been actively involved in social work over a decade now, was 

presented with the award by Mr. Ratheesh Krishnan from SPI cinemas. 

Apart from loving his profession as a radio jockey, BIG MJ Karun often volunteers to take up 

social causes and spreads awareness concerning the issue at hand. One of his successful 

projects from recent times was the completion of building 100 Toilets in Thalayaripalayam 

village around Chennai. The village earlier lacked basic sanitation facilities and through the 

successful implementation of the project, witnessed an open defecation-free environment. As 

part of phase one, BIG MJ Karun along with the BIG FM Chennai team inaugurated the toilets in 

the said region paving the way for a clean, hygienic and free environment.  

Speaking on this occasion BIG MJ Karun said, “It is truly gratifying to be bestowed with this 

honour at Alert Being Awards. I feel humble that my deeds have been of help to others. I would 

like to thank BIG FM for giving me an opportunity as an MJ and thus helping me use the 

platform of radio to reach out to the people at large. Recognitions like these motivate me to 

bring more changes in the society through various social campaigns”.   

The second edition of Alert Being Awards is an exemplary initiative with distinguished members 

of society and great philanthropists as its jury who have created positive impact in the society 

around them. These notable members come from different domains of life and bring with them 

immense expertise and experience. 
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